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Abstract This case study in the professional education of
engineers is based on a Talent Programme at Combitech in
Sweden, in association with the Royal Institute of Tech-
nology. The approach is based on use of the Dialogue
Seminar Method.
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1 Introduction
AI & Society has often addressed the issue of engineering
knowledge, which involves more than simply technical
proficiency.
During an engineer’s education, and later in his/her
profession, he/she is trained in technology and how to rely
on it. That is the way the education is formed, and it
influences how engineering organisations value their new
recruits. Still, after many years of practice, the engineer
gradually learns, the hard way, that there are other things
than technical brilliance that count; or, perhaps, it is the
other way around, that the hardships involved in engi-
neering projects are not so much about technology as they
are about human interaction: an area that engineers are not
specifically trained in.
The authors have designed and implemented a devel-
opment programme for young engineers at Combitech, a
Swedish consultancy company, as an introduction to the
engineering profession. The Talent Programme was
tailored from the earlier programme Experience Develop-
ment for Project Managers, which in turn is a result of the
authors’ earlier research. It is subdivided into three dif-
ferent areas; Technology, People Skills and Knowledge
Development. The focus of the programme is to shed some
light on important situations and conditions for an engi-
neer, regardless of the specific technical task, thus making
the young engineer aware not only of pitfalls but also of
opportunities. So, we study the engineer’s own experience
in order to gain a better understanding of the professional
environment he/she is working in. The Dialogue Seminar
Method is fully used in the Experience Development Pro-
gramme and has been adapted to the Talent Programme. It
is a research method developed by the Royal Institute of
Technology.
The Talent Programme lasts for 2? years for the par-
ticipant, and up until now, four groups of engineers have
been examined from the programme. The result of the
programmes has been studied, and it can be observed that
the young engineers value the programme and can clearly
see how it has improved their skill and professional
judgement.
We direct the young engineer’s attentions towards areas
that we know from experience are important in order to
accomplish the mission. Now, after almost 3 years with the
Talent Programme, we can see that we have equipped a
group of new engineers with the insight that learning is
key. These engineers are trained to reflect on difficult sit-
uations, to coach a colleague and also be coached, all on a
regular basis. The programme trains them to be open to
new perspectives, and as a consequence, they exert pres-
sure on our organisation from below: ‘we understand our
situation better now and we want to learn more’. The true
learning organisation is orchestrated from the roots. The
mission of management is to teach people how to learn in
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their daily work. The Talent Programme is a training tool
that initiates the life-long learning that complements the
engineer’s technical education.
2 Development of technical systems
Engineers coming out of university are trained in technical
brilliance and are well prepared to understand how differ-
ent technical systems work. After struggling in different
development projects for some years, they will learn that
technical ability is just a small part of the skill needed to be
successful in practice. Professional cooperation is not
something they have been trained for.
One of the main obstacles in developing new technology
is being able to learn what the system is supposed to do and
how it is supposed to do it. There is a common misunder-
standing that this is solved with Requirement Specifications
identifying the task of the system and Design Specifications
visualising the solution. There seems to be a common belief
that this information contains the knowledge needed to
implement the system; that is often not the truth.
A Requirement Specification is, in the best of worlds,
built up as a common understanding between the user and
the supplier. When agreed and signed, two things happen
simultaneously. The people in the development project
start to work on a solution and build an image of the system
based on how they understand the requirements. At the
same time, the users continue the process of thinking.
People do not stop thinking, just because specifications are
ready and agreed. Two processes are working in parallel,
mentally shaping the requirements. However, there is a
good chance that these two processes will not arrive at the
same conclusion. Even if the specification is stable,
expectations on what the system is to achieve will develop
in different directions.
The same kind of risk occurs whenever specifications
are treated as the truth.
Many projects that fail do so due to misunderstood
information, or misunderstandings between people, not due
to technical limitations (Chaos Report 2009). So, the skill
that for so many young engineers goes untrained is how to
understand information and understand colleagues. Unfor-
tunately, many people never recognise the importance of
this area in the success of projects. Engineers are good at
solving technical problems, but not always the right
problems.
Another obstacle is the way we define cooperation. In
processes, cooperation is often defined as two (well-
defined) roles that interact. It resembles the way we define
interaction for machines. We have two units passing
information between each other in accordance with pre-
defined rules. However, information is not knowledge, a
person is neither a ‘unit’ nor a ‘role’, and interaction is not
about passing information back and forth.
By being a consultant, this makes the area of under-
standing even more complex. As an employee of a systems
development company, you will probably work with sim-
ilar systems, getting used to the technology and methods
used and becoming acquainted with your fellow engineers.
But as a consultant, you must be prepared to move between
different systems and different companies. Every time you
switch task, you need to learn not only the new system but
also how people work in the new company and how they
cooperate. These two parts are inextricably linked: you
need to learn your technical task, that is the tool environ-
ment, and how to interact with your human surroundings to
be able to take responsibility for your assignment.
When schooling gives good training in technical skills,
the industry needs to give training in human skills.
Think of your closest friends, those that you can be
together with in silence and comfort, those who listen to
what you say and know what you mean, those who are not
afraid of disagreeing with you. You know what they feel,
you feel what they think. That is empathy, the first half of
cooperation. The second half is the ability to reconsider
your own thinking: self-criticism. It is the ability to
understand what a colleague says, and the ability to rethink
your own standpoint, which is crucial in good cooperation.
It has very little to do with processes, and it is not designed
by technocrats. It is a human ability.
If the second half of us is technocratic, the first half is
humanistic. Both develop with training.
3 The Talent Programme
The Talent Programme described here is an attempt to
bridge the gap. The model for the Talent Programme is the
programme called Experience Development for Project
Managers (Backlund 2006). This programme was designed
for experienced engineers in the project manager role.
However, the target persons for the Talent Programme are
recently graduated engineers, without any previous engi-
neering experience. The purpose of such a programme is to
accelerate the participants’ learning and help them to
become experienced faster.
The research on tacit knowledge is based on Professor
Bo Go¨ranzon’s work since the 1980s (Go¨ranzon 2009) that
eventually established the research area Skill and Tech-
nology at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH).
3.1 Programme overview
The programme consists of three blocks, as shown in
Fig. 1.
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Our view is that experience grows as time passes by, but
that it may grow faster with some facilitation. We first
focus our attention on the mission that each participant has
in their assignments in a customer organisation. The pur-
pose is to learn that it is always your own responsibility to
understand your mission and all the expectations that the
customer organisation has of you; thus, making each par-
ticipant more independent and driven by responsibility.
The next block widens the attention to cover the entire
operation of the customer organisation and is not limited to
the specific department where the participant has his/her
assignment. The purpose is to shape an engineer who
interacts effectively with all parts of the organisation,
without fear.
Finally, in the last block, we direct our attention towards
the business case of the customer operation, and we want
the participant to understand the question: What really is
the business case for the product that I am developing a
part of? The purpose is to empower the participants to
better use their professional judgement in everyday work,
with a better understanding of the overall purpose of the
product.
Furthermore, each block is divided into three different
tracks: technical courses, people skills courses and a
knowledge development seminar track; see Fig. 2.
The Technology track comprises traditional technical
courses of two types: courses specific to the technologies
chosen by the customer and technical courses of a more
general type provided by Combitech. Examples of the
latter type might be for a software engineer: Review
Methods, Programming Languages, Software Testing
Methods, etc.
The People Skills track offers traditional courses pro-
vided by Combitech, such as: Presentation Techniques,
Rhetoric, Group Dynamics, Team Management, etc.
The Knowledge Development track is initiated by a
pairwise interaction called Sparring, which is developed
into Dual Coaching later in the programme. The rest of the
Knowledge Development track is devoted to the Dialogue
Seminar Method, with subjects chosen to make the par-
ticipant aware of the existence of these issues/challenges.
The first block shown in Fig. 1—The Mission—consists of
three seminars in this track: The Mission, Personal Lead-
ership and My part in the whole. The following block—The
Operation—is composed in a similar way, and the semi-
nars focus on: Processes, Roles and Meetings. In the last
block—The Business—the seminars are: The Competent
Customer, Customer Value and Double Loyalties.
The programme is concluded with a formal examina-
tion, based on re-reading all the texts a participant has
written during the programme and writing an essay about
their professional development during the programme.
3.2 The components
Apart from the traditional courses in the programme, which
are not further described here, we now focus on the unique
parts of the Talent Programme.
3.2.1 Sparring
Sparring is really the first step towards Dual Coaching,
which in turn is inspired by the management literature.
Sparring is simply a way of making room for a brief
moment of reflection in everyday work, together with a
colleague rather than alone.
The participants are paired together in such a way to
ensure that they do not share the working environment and
can consequently ask better questions. The method is simple:
• A 1-h meeting on a regular basis, typically every
2–3 weeks.
• One participant questions the other for half of the time,
and then, the roles are reversed.



















Leadership My part in 
the whole 
Fig. 2 The composition of the first block of the programme (the
mission)
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• If the colleague cannot answer a specific question, this
indicates that they should investigate and the next time
provide an answer.
As a guide, the participants are given a set of questions
to use during a Sparring meeting. Typical questions for the
subject The Mission would be:
• How do you know that you have rightly understood
your mission?
• Who will use the results of your work, and what are
their expectations?
• Which other persons are important for you to be able to
complete your work, and how will you build a
relationship with them?
Usually, each Sparring couple learns to ask the appro-
priate questions and gradually disregards the provided
questions.
3.2.2 Dual Coaching
This is peer coaching, taken up a level from the Sparring
concept, to meet the regular components of coaching well
known in literature. Dual Coaching is based on the GROW
model (Goals, Reality, Options, Will, see Whitmore 2009),
which is essentially about setting personal goals related to
your assignment.
Both Sparring and Dual Coaching are meant to be tools to
help each other to see better; to realise the context and to
realise what you have not yet learned. In your meeting with a
colleague who asks questions, you are forced to formulate
yourself—and in the process, you usually gain new insight.
With these tools, we aim to train the participants to lead their
colleagues and to be led by them, in search of a better
understanding of the work context. In this way, we make this
quest a natural part of everyday engineering work, a habit.
3.2.3 The Dialogue Seminar Method
The Dialogue Seminar Method has been developed in
research together with the Royal Institute of Technology
(Stockholm, Sweden). In brief, the method consists of the
following steps (Backlund 2006):
• A subject is defined, and literature is found related to
the subject.
• Every participant reads the literature, noting down any
reflections inspired by the reading, e.g. events or
experiences that come to mind while reading.
• The participants write an essay (a reflective story),
based on one of the experiences brought-up by the
reading.
• Dialogue seminar day: a group of persons meet to learn
by reading their stories, one at a time, followed by a
collective dialogue. Questions arise, metaphors and
concepts are formulated to pinpoint insights.
• Seminar minutes are written, capturing the essence of
the collective dialogue and the findings.
The method is a way of investigating experiences,
individually and collectively. The form of writing a story is
inspired by the essay, first described by the French phi-
losopher de Montaigne (1580). The essence is to critically
review your own experiences, through not only the writing
process itself but also by presenting it to others.
3.2.4 The guests
In the first block of the programme, the group only meets
its leaders during the seminars. In the second block, we
bring in a guest during every seminar—an experienced
person who presents one or two of their own experiences,
related to the subject, e.g. Meetings. This is an opportunity
to listen to the experiences and reflections of a senior
colleague and to talk to them. In the last block, we invite
guests from customer organisations, where the young
engineers have their assignments, in the same way as in the
second block. This adds some new insight into the history
and collective experiences of that organisation. The pur-
pose of bringing in guests is to provide the young engineers
with new perspectives and an opportunity to reflect on
experiences together with senior engineers.
3.2.5 The examination
The examination consists of two parts; preparation and
opposition. The preparation part contains the following
steps:
• The participant reads all of his/her previously written
stories throughout the programme, noting down any
changes in his/her own insights and findings, i.e. how
you have developed during the programme.
• The participant writes an essay describing his/her
learning journey throughout the programme: ‘What I
can now see that I have learned’. The participant is
asked to elaborate on his/her findings.
• The participants are paired together, with the task of
giving opposition to their partner’s essay, in written
form.
The opposition is executed with the entire group through
the following steps (every participant has read the essays of
all participants):
• The opponent reads his/her written opposition.
• The respondent gives immediate comments.
• A dialogue between the opponent and respondent takes
place surrounding the topics in the essay, and the
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opponent’s objective is to help the respondent to gain
an even better understanding.
The examination is highly valued by the participants,
because it is here that all the pieces come together and they
gain a better understanding of the results of the Talent
Programme. It becomes clear what they have learned and
how they have developed.
The examination is supervised by Professor Bo Go¨ran-
zon from the Department of Skill and Technology at The
Royal Institute of Technology.
4 Skills required by the leaders
The Talent Programme is not a simple recipe for imme-
diate success; specific skills are required by the leaders.
You are asking young engineers to see the essentials of
their mission and the context in which they are working.
Most of them have no or few references to the professional
world, and they are all confused about what is expected of
them in their first assignment.
As a leader, you must find where the participants are
and help them formulate what they see. It is not about
analysing their situation and telling them ‘the truth’. They
must find it out by themselves. So, the challenge is to help
each and every one of them to briefly step away from
their daily work and to reflect on what they see. By
reading essays from experienced consultants and writing
essays about what you see, you are forced to take a step
back and see what context you are part of. In the dia-
logues, your essay is highlighted by others adding more
perspectives to what you see. It is intense training for the
participants to put words on their working task in a for-
eign context. In that way, they learn to see what is
essential.
For a leader, it starts with listening. You must under-
stand what the person is trying to say in his/her essay and
about the working situation behind it. To be able to
understand it well enough, you have to listen to what is said
both in the essay and in the dialogue. If the essay is not
sufficient in order to pursue a good dialogue, you need to
ask for practical examples until a story from real life is
offered. You have to manage the dialogue in such a way
that the participants’ different perspectives add value to the
story being told, so that both the story teller and the others
learn from it. As a leader, it is your job to ensure that the
dialogue has the quality needed to achieve this. You have
to keep the participants focused on what gives value and
avoid a common talking session without dominating it.
You need to create a climate in the group that encourages
questions and reflection. As soon as you start to dominate,
the participants will hesitate in presenting their thoughts:
they become quiet. The dialogue is used to shed light on
something that is difficult to see, and if the participants stop
trying, it will soon fail.
It is all about being curious to listen, you must want to
know. Intensive listening will help you draw parallels with
your own experiences, showing you what parts of the story
need attention. That is the key to a balanced leadership.
Listening also shows respect for the participants and what
they say. Mutual respect is essential for people to gain the
confidence needed to be able to open up about experiences
that sometimes feel awkward.
When you hear and understand what a participant is
trying to visualise, you have a few tools to work with:
questions, dialogue and your own experiences. You can ask
questions to which answers might lead to insights, you can
ask someone in the group to comment and then let the
dialogue continue as long as it adds value. You can also
add your own experiences by telling stories from your
professional life.
5 Observable results and conclusions
The examination forces the participant to be retrospective
on the programme: What have I learned?
The method of analysing the results of the Talent Pro-
gramme is to study the examination essays written by the
participants and also interviewing a Project Manager who
has worked close to several of the participants for her
views on how they have developed. So far, we have con-
cluded programmes with a total number of 16 participants.
Other programmes are currently ongoing. When reading
the essays, we particularly look for the participants’ doc-
umentation of their own insights and learning.
Participants developed differently. Some participants
found it easier to understand and adapt to the complexity of
human cooperation than others. There is, however, a
common understanding of the importance of it, but the
ability to express and manage it in real life differs. What is
presented here is a summary of the insights gained from the
programme. The referenced quotes are taken from direct
feedback from the young engineers, as well as from their
examination essays.
5.1 Improved confidence
Everyone discovered that the uncomfortable feeling of
stupidity, that occurs whenever there is something you do
not understand, was shared by the rest of the group. This
came as a relief to most of the participants, having
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received their assignments with no clue of how to solve
them. It is not stupid to state that you do not understand,
and it is not stupid to ask. This little insight is a key to
learning. When you feel comfortable about asking, you
are in a much better position to investigate whatever you
need to know.1
5.2 Developed awareness
Another common insight is that when you start your first
job, you think that the real challenge is solving technical
problems. A few steps into the programme and you realise
that there is another challenge: human cooperation. At the
end of the programme, you realise how important and how
difficult it is. You could say that we have complicated
professional life for those young engineers, and thereby
helped them to see what is essential, and deal with it.2
5.3 Ability to reflect
During the programme, the participants have written nine
essays, each with different perspectives on their assign-
ments. Each essay was investigated in Dialogue Seminars.
At the same time, they have been assisting each other in the
Sparring and Dual Coaching programmes. In this way, they
are trained in how to express many of the complexities of
their work and its context, and how to listen to and
understand their fellow colleagues. Time and time again
they have taken a step back to reflect on their work, which
means that they have learnt another skill; the ability to see
oneself in professional action. This ability is key to future
learning. If you see your current assignment as training for
the next assignment, you will most certainly learn more
and mature quicker (Sjunnesson 2007).3
5.4 Taking responsibility
Many of the participants have developed a strong sense of
taking responsibility for their assignments. When some-
thing is unclear, they do not hesitate to do what is neces-
sary to clarify it. The barrier you can experience when
asking someone you do not know, or even when calling a
person in another country, has been lowered; overcoming
the barrier to asking questions, the will to learn and the
will to influence your assignment increase. You could say
that curiosity and ambition develops. Asking questions
becomes a skill that is used for finding your role, learning
your assignment, understanding your colleagues and gain-
ing a holistic view of the context you are working in. It
becomes part of your personal leadership.
This reflection is mainly based on observations on how
some of the participants act in their current assignments,
not so much on what they said in their examination essays.4
5.5 Learning to learn
The examination has been an eye-opener for many partic-
ipants. In the search for how they have developed during
the programme, they discover not only what they have
learned during the programme but also see the effect of
using reflection in daily work. They learned why they do as
they do, and they learned how they learn.5
1 I completely thought it was only me who felt like a fake, therefore
the first CTP seminar came as a relief. It appeared that my Combitech
colleagues/…/also felt like fakes on their first assignments.
… I have considerably more belief in my own competence, which
means that I dare to take the steps that are required in order to get
closer to what I’m striving to achieve.
2 If I look back over my first texts, I can see that the basic parts of my
professional personality have not particularly changed during the
journey that has been the CTP. However, I now have a better idea
about what I’m doing and why I’m doing it.
We work with technical problems and solutions, we work with
modes of operation and methods and we work within organisations
and companies of various sizes and scope, but above all, with work
with, for and alongside other people./…/Most of us, for example, can
learn a programming language without any problems, but if we cannot
understand what the customer wants, our technical skills won’t make
any difference.
Simply being technically focused doesn’t work. Behind every
product there are many people with their own wills, needs, different
ways of thinking, etc. Working with people wasn’t exactly what I
thought the job would involve.
3 It is in the dialogue that you can create an opinion about the
background and the extent of a problem.
I’ve been forced to reflect on what I work with, who I work with
and where I fit into all this. By listening to other people’s experiences,
problems and success stories has meant that I appreciate, value and
understand the people around me better. It also makes me realise time
and time again how difficult everything is.
… Sparring has worked as a way of reflecting through dialogue …
It’s probably where CTP invests most of its time: the art of
reflecting and analysing one’s communication.
4 In my own little world, ‘‘doing a good job’’ is not about solving the
tasks you are given. In my opinion, it is about doing your job, pure
and simple. Doing exactly what we are given is the least that can be
expected of us. Doing a really good job is something more. I feel a
strong loyalty towards those people that I work with and towards the
tasks I have on my table. This means that a personal commitment to
the task is built up and, from this, hard work follows.
I must learn to use existing processes better and to benefit from and
adapt myself to them instead of feeling ‘‘put in place’’ by the fact that
someone has decided what I should do. And I must accept that all
processes are not optimal from my point of view, but may be from the
point of view of others.
5 I’ve gained more experiences than I’ve actually experienced.
I’ve also learnt that by listening to other people’s stories I can
substantiate and draw experiences from my own experiences.
Thereby, I can gain insights that without reflection would otherwise
have passed by unnoticed or perhaps been lost by the wayside.
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6 Discussion and method
This is a qualitative study of the professional development
of a group of individuals: young engineers. As a conse-
quence, we cannot use a reference group, since this would
be made up of other individuals, thus invalidating any
comparative conclusions; nor is it possible to study the
same group of individuals with and without the Talent
Programme, for obvious reasons.
However, we have studied the examination essays from
every participant of the Talent Programme, and we also
have an evaluation made by a Project Manager in close
working relations with many of them.
One can argue that the most credible assessment of the
effects of the Talent Programme can be made by the par-
ticipants themselves. In fact, they can make a more valid
statement of the effects than the designers of the Talent
Programme. After all, who else can make a more valid
statement about the results?
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